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Dogma is a drug -- and we are dogma addicts.

"But Doctor, what is Dogma?" "Well my dear, dogma is acting as though you possess absolute truth, even though you have no real facts to support your propaganda. Some words which are similar are -- dictatorial, stubborn, egotistical, bigoted, fanatical, intolerant, opinionated, overbearing, arrogant, stupid, despotic, and the list continues. But of course my dear, these terms do not apply to you."

From the day we were born we have been fed dogma by dogma pushers. This addiction has prevented many of us from feeling happy and living up to our highest potential. This addiction is so common that it often goes unnoticed, yet most of us desire a way to defend ourselves against the guilt and unhappiness that DOGMA creates. Dogma Daze provides a funny and helpful solution. ____ IDENTIFY DOGMA ____ AND THEN FIGHT BACK! FIGHT DOGMA!
Unlike heroin, dogma costs you nothing, is not controlled by the FDA, since they don’t control leisure drugs, and it can be found everywhere. Dogma is the freest commodity in the world. You can make Dogma connections without any fear of arrest. In fact not making proper dogma connections can get you jailed, and this could ruin your whole day.

Like heroin addicts we go into withdrawals when someone tries to take away our dogma. When this happens we go into a SURVIVAL ——— Attack (also known as anxiety or fear).
Dogma is the \textit{LSD} of the —— Status Quo —— and like LSD —— dogma creates hallucinations which we commonly share. This is normally called the "real" world.

The process of dogmatization is so important that institutions have been erected for the protection and dissemination of the Drug. To name just a few we have:

THE FDA

This group is involved with protecting you from drugs and additives which might harm you. Also they are involved with making sure that you are also protected against substances which might help you or save your life.
THE FTC

Here we are insured that competition between dogma dealers is fair and that no-one conspires to fix prices be they lower, higher or the same. Their services also guarantee that outmoded ideas and products are not pushed out by better ones.

THE HEW

They insure that we all get an equally mediocre education and that our life styles don't exceed the standards of the bureaucrats who watch over us. In addition they are deeply involved in determining the minimum and maximum health and birth control standards for the population.
THE IRS

All comments relating to this organization have been deleted from this text, by order of the publisher.

THE FBI

No comment.
THE CIA

International dogma protection -- this agency protects us against the dogma of other nations. According to some T.V. programs the CIA will use any device conceivable to protect us from the insidious peril which is encroaching — — — — — — — —
(Note: The publisher removed the remainder of the sentence.)
WHEN YOU GO OUT FOR DINNER ORDER DOGMA

WHEN YOU GO OUT ANYTIME ORDER DOGMA —— BECAUSE YOU WILL GET IT ANYWAY.

AT LEAST YOU WILL FEEL IN CONTROL
If someone spots you going into dogma withdrawal (that is doing something which is a lot of fun) you will be provided with a remedy — be it sympathy — advice — or electro-shock therapy.

Dogma — Sometimes words are funny. Dogmatic people are often accused of playing God, and if you spell dogma backwards it spells -- AmGod. We often wonder if there is any hidden meaning in this “coincidence”.
DOGMA SPEED

Dogma travels faster than the speed of light. If the speed of dogma transmission becomes slower than the speed of change then a nervous breakdown can occur. When this happens frantic attempts are made to find a fresh connection, such as a psychiatrist, who is a specialist in dogma breakdown and withdrawal. OR YOU CAN ——— Watch T.V. Have an affair. Go on a shopping spree. Throw a war. Get sick. Provoke an economic disaster. If that is not enough, you can start your own counter culture or if you’re really brave you can start your own religion.
CREATING DOGMA DEMAND AND TRADE INS

Survival attacks can be programmed into your system by the Status Quo DEALERS. Dealers motivate, foster and create survival attacks so they can feed you relief (i.e. Rolaids, Maalox, a new car, mouthwash, toothpaste, handiwipes, deodorant, Exlax etc.) They gently return you to an equilibrated gas free state of DOGMA HIGH. This gives them credits in your DOGMA BANK which they can later call in -- particularly if they need you to do something which would be against your better judgment (such as getting killed in a DOGMA BATTLE -- wars, riots, etc.).

ONWARD MEN! STRIKE
NOW BEFORE THE INFIDELS CAN REACH OUR WOMEN!
INTELLIGENT DOGMA

The most advanced DOGMA JUNKIES are of course the educated addicts. They “CHOOSE” their -- DOGMA -- carefully, not knowing of course that they’re junkies. They evaluate themselves and others in terms of the logic-reason-justice - originality and obvious truth of their DOGMA. Their customary paraphernalia includes style, value, convention, common sense, good taste, and consensus).
PUSHERS AND DEALERS

Dogma pushers and dealers come in various sizes and shapes, but at least 25% of the culture is in the direct business of pushing DOGMA free of obvious charges. The remaining 75% are in the business of creating demand and selling the junk for a "decent" profit. Dogma pushers are constantly selling, controlling and monopolizing the marketplace. If you shop carefully many of them give rebates. What Dogma have you bought today?
DOGMA ILLNESS

When better dogma threatens to take the place of worn-out dogma the Old Pushers experience S$$ur$$vival -- Attacks. Without much warning they -- attack it -- kill it, jail it, ostracize it, or in some cases cure it. (Another word for Brain-Washing.) The latest gimmick is a recent development used most openly in the USSR, and is normally labeled as treatment. Instead of murder or torture, they now treat those who wish to escape from dogma addiction. It is important to remember that an ill person is someone who has created a Survival Attack in the wrong person or group. When this happens, “experts” are called to provide the necessary treatment to “help” the victim back to health (PROPER DOGMA CONSUMPTION). Treatment also helps the patient become part of the FABRIC of Society. (Also known as useful, predictable and bored) We are pleased to announce that this form of treatment will shortly be available to all.

Not to worry Comrade... Soon you’ll be feelin’ much better!!

People’s Brain Wash Clinic

Ugh!
IN THE SEARCH FOR NEW CONNECTIONS

In the search for Dogma we find humans frantically running from place to place, person to person, belief to belief, doubt to doubt, pain to pain, euphoria to euphoria. They are doing everything in the world to prevent withdrawal and Survival Attacks.

In order for them to understand one another, and for you to protect yourself from their devices, a Dogma language is needed. We have reproduced a few choice words for your consumption:
1. CONSTIPATED DOGMA—MITES. These pesty creatures are always getting under your skin. You never know if they are insulting you or praising you. If you ask them a direct question they become insulted and look like they need a dose of EXLAX.
2. DIARRHEA AM—GOD. Here you are constantly bombarded by words. They seem to never tire of proselytizing their particular brand of dogma. Often you feel like screaming but instead you nod your head hoping that they will mistake you for a shrink and go away.

IF YOU WOULD DO IT MY WAY, YOU
WOULDN'T HAVE ALL THESE PROBLEMS
BUT WILL YOU LISTEN TO ME?
NO NOT AT ALL. NOW IF IT WAS
MY PROBLEM I'D HAVE IT
SOLVED BY NOW.... Why
CAN'T YOU SEE THINGS
THE WAY I DO? IF
YOU WOULD JUST
LISTEN FOR
A MINUTE I
WOULD TE
YOU HOW
I DO IT, THE
MY.....

3. FOOD FOR DOGMA. Not you of course, only those who pay taxes, hold a steady job, and live a happy life in the land of the stifled.
4. RAW MATERIAL. This group includes infants, children and teen-agers, who are being processed to assume their role in the social palace of duty, boredom and conventional insanity. (i.e. the mistaken majority)
5. **DOGMA BUSTERS.** This group of people consists of those who like to have fun and bravely try to help others to do the same. (In common language they are referred to as bad influences.)
6. DOGMA JUNKIES. Everyone, except you of course.

GEE... I HOPE "MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO" DOESN'T MEAN I'M A DOGMA JUNKIE.

7. DOGMA PATROLLERS. Those in uniform and out. We are blessed with a never ending array of watchers and protectors. Are you one of them? Do you like to watch? If so drop us a line and tell us who you are watching and why?
8. **DOGMA HEALERS.** Those professionals that try to get you to fit in again when you finally start thinking for yourself.

9. **DOGMA SCRIBES.** They argue over the rights and wrongs of everything. More often than not they create more problems than they solve. This contributes to their income, for they are commonly known as lawyers and politicians.
10. AM—GOD. The teachers of unhappiness. This includes but is not limited to, those whose vocabulary consists of words or phrases (75% more of which are) “right, wrong, can’t thou shall not, should, etc.”

DON'T TALK THAT WAY TO ME! YOU SHOULDN'T DO THAT! CAN'T YOU EVER DO ANYTHING RIGHT?!!

11. BORN AGAIN DOGMA. Recycled Dogma. Better known as a “fresh start” -- so you can repeat the same mistakes but this time you can blame someone else.
12. **DOGMA HEALTH.** Those who believe that everyone must wear a size 12. They also believe that to be “good” we all must suffer equally. Don’t buy this dogma no matter who says it. The truth is that one happy person does more good for the world then a million “serious” uptight, upright ——— CENSORED
13. MARRIAGE. The ability to turn love and passion into A—BORED—DOG. A license to stop treating human beings like human beings. A decree which states that you must respect someone elses dirty habits, etc., etc.

14. FREE — LOVE. Sex without the benefit of boredom and in-laws.
15. HIGH HOPE. The Latest Dogma.

16. LOW HOPE. Moth eaten Dogma not yet nostalgic.

17. DOGMA DAYS. National holiday where the Robots are allowed more time off without supervision, so they can consume highly taxed, and controlled substances and kill themselves on the highways. This provides extra income for the establishment through taxes, and raises the insurance premium for those of us who stay home.
18. SLUMMING. Visiting someone out of pity whose dogma is wornout or on a lower strata then your own.

19. FAIR DOGMA. I will give you a free lunch at Walgreen’s once a week for the rest of your life, if you vote for me so I can have a free dinner at Alberto’s for the rest of my life.

20. DOGMATISM. An invisible force field which draws together people with similar dogma.

21. TEMPORARILY INSANE. Hospitalized dogma doubters who are getting “well” again.
22. ASSHOLE. A person who doesn't buy your dogma.

23. TAXES. Payment for government sponsored dogma.

24. IDENTITY CRISIS. When your T-shirt message to the world is being laundered.

25. DOGMA DEGREE. An authorized document stating what dogma you have been fed and tested on.
26. NOUVEAU DOGMA ATTACK. When you find out that no-one is reading the message on the bottom of your tennis shoes.

27. DESIGNER DOGMA. An item which carries the name of someone you don’t know.

28. DOGMA SEX. Where you consult a table of random numbers to determine what date you will hop into bed.

29. EDUCATED SEX. Sex by the latest reference manual.
30. DOGMA DOLLARS. Something you put in the bank for your future, knowing each day as you grow older it grows less valuable. Of course it is "safe", and that allows you to sleep better.

32. DOG HOUSE. A place you pay for so you can feel secure in showing off your dogma in privacy, and assuring yourself an audience which won't insult you.

33. DOG. A creature which lives with you and does not question your dogma. This is why he is known as man's best friend.
PLAY DOGMA MAZE

DOGMA MAZE

This game is designed for those who want to do away with old dogma.

The person who completes the maze first wins.

EQUIPMENT

The board which is provided.
A die which is not provided.
The board pieces to match the characters can be anything you find as long as it's different from the others players.

THE RULES

Throw a die to see who goes first. The one with the lowest number wins. AH! you see we are already doing away with old dogma.

You can have up to four players.

The purpose of the game is to destroy old dogma and replace it with new -- fresh dogma. Each player should now pick a character. The character you pick determines your particular type of old dogma for this game.

There are four types of new dogma which you can choose to replace your present dogma -- (1) Anarchy --This world is one of total freedom, with no rules, laws, or regulations. (2) Law and Order -- This world consists of highly regulated and structured dogma, where everyone knows his place and knows exactly how to “live”. (3) Mother Wit -- In this new world -- mother always knows best and all final decisions are made by her. (4) The Free Lunch -- Here everyone gets everything for nothing -- the only catch is that everyone must live the same type of life style.

Choose your particular brand of dogma but don’t tell the other players what it is.

The players should roll the die in order and move along the maze toward your unspoken goal. Oh! I forgot. Write down your original goal on a piece of paper and place it on the table so everyone knows where it is, but can’t see your intention. As your turn comes up move toward your secret new dogma in a way which is not obvious to the other players. On your turn if you roll an even number you may challenge one player only as to her or his goal. If you are right that person must start over again, if
you are wrong you must start over again, so be careful. If you don't challenge a player just move the number of spaces on the die. One other thing, you can't challenge another player when he or she is in a safe area, known as Red Tape on the board. If you are challenged and you lose, take your piece of paper off the table, and write down another goal on another piece of paper. Continue to do this until someone reaches his chosen goal. The losers must now live under the rules of our new dictator's dogma until each and everyone of the players say -- "GIVE".

THE CAST OF CHARACTERS

Diarrhea Am—God
Dogma Scribes
Dogma Junkies
Born Again Dogma
Dogma Patrollers
Dogma Busters
Raw Material

If you don’t like any of these characters choose another from the book or make up your own.
FIGHT BACK AGAINST DOGMA
FREE YOURSELF FROM ALL UNWANTED EXPERIENCES

Learn to protect yourself from friends, relatives and strangers while having a great time.

Dogma Daze is written by an ex-professional psychologist, educator and writer in strict association with a slightly crazy professional artist who has worked as a head hunter for a major magazine, a field production supervisor for CBS, a ski movie maker, photographer and a T.V. and Radio announcer.

So when you buy this Gem, you know you are in GOOD HANDS!

Be the first one on your block to understand the dynamics and language of man's worst enemy—DOGMA!

WOW! READING THE BOOK AND PLAYING THE NEW GAME "DOGMA MAZE" HAS MADE ME FEEL LIKE A SMOOTH MONKEY!

DOGMA DAZE
A great gift for that upcoming wedding, birthday, Halloween, or just something for a friend or relative you have something important to say to.

Don't be caught without the New Craze: DOGMA DAZE!
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